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D%"QZ Ionic liquids are highly stable, heat-resistant, and non-volatile solvents that are 
important in industrial fields. Conventionally, classical MD has been used to understand the 
solution structure of ionic liquids. However, even some classical force fields have been reported for 
specific ionic liquids with great efforts, we cannot apply them for designing novel ionic liquids in a 
direct manner. In the backgrounds, ab initio MD, which does not need any pre-optimized force field 
parameters, has gradually caught attention with the growth of high-performance computers. 
However, its computational cost is extremely higher than the classical one. Thus, a method having 
both high chemical accuracy and low computational cost is strongly required. In this study, we 
investigated the possibility of effective fragment potential MD theory for describing thermodynamic 
properties of ionic liquids. 
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electrostatic potential (ESP or ChelpG), which are usually
preferable due to reduced basis-set dependence.48
The atomic charge on the Cl atom in 1, which would amount

to -1 in the limit of a fully separated ion pair, adopts values
between -0.7 and -0.8 with all theoretical models. These
values are indicative of substantial charge transfer, fully
consistent with the n(Cl)f σ*(CH) donation discussed above.
Most significantly, the CPMD-derived MPA values for static 1
are very similar to the corresponding ensemble averages in the
smaller box (compare the last two columns in Table 2). From
the standard deviations over all atoms it is also apparent that
the overall charge distribution in cations and anions shows only
relatively minor instantaneous fluctuations along the trajectory.49
Thus, the usual procedure to derive force-field atomic charges
from data for isolated monomers and to apply these parameters
in simulations of bulk ionic liquids appears to be justified.
We note in passing that MPA in CP-opt or CPMD computa-

tions is plagued by an incomplete partitioning of the total
electron density onto the atomic pseudoorbitals, that is, the
corresponding MPA charges in Table 2 do not add up to zero.
The total amount of this “unassigned charge” is on the order of
ca. 1% of the total number of electrons (i.e., ca.-0.6 per single
ion pair),50 which is most probably contained in regions of a
more diffuse density shared by all atoms. The conclusions
regarding the fluctuations along the MD trajectory are not
affected by this observation.
Dependence on Box Size. The results discussed up to this

point were obtained for a rather small periodic box containing
just 25 dmim+‚Cl- ion pairs. Evidently, more subtle far-order
effects cannot be studied with such an approach. To probe for
such effects and also for artifacts due to this small box size, we
have performed a CPMD simulation for a somewhat larger
supercell (comprising 41 ion pairs), which allows extension of
the rdfs to about 10 Å. It is in this region, between ca. 8 and 9
Å, where the gImCl(r) curve derived from the neutron-diffraction
data has a shallow maximum, suggesting the presence of a
second coordination sphere (see the top of Figure 9). Such a
low maximum is also apparent in the CPMD data, albeit shifted
to somewhat larger r values (ca. 9-10 Å, see the middle of
Figure 9).
It should be kept in mind, however, that due to computational

restrictions, we could afford only a short simulation time barely
exceeding 2 ps. Certainly no noticeable diffusion or true
equilibration can take place on that time scale, and the ion
distribution will largely reflect that from the classical MD
simulation used to generate the starting configuration. In fact,
the Im-Im and Im-Cl rdfs obtained from CPMD and from
classical MD (bottom of Figure 9) are remarkably similar, except
for the gImIm(r) curve between 4 and 5 Å, where a local
minimum is apparent in the force-field data, as opposed to a
couple of local maxima in the CPMD curve. Again, much longer
simulation times would be needed in the ab initio dynamics to
gauge the significance of this difference.
It is worth noting, however, that the overall near-order in

the bulk, as assessed by these rdfs, is quite similar in the CPMD
simulations for both supercells (compare the corresponding
pictures in Figures 2 and 9). The same is apparent from classical
MD runs in periodic boxes of different size (Figure S4). Only
minor changes from the rdfs on the bottom of Figure 9 are found
when using smaller boxes corresponding in size to those
employed in the CPMD simulations.
In particular, the structural pattern in terms of Cl‚‚‚H

interactions is quite comparable among all the simulations,
classical or CPMD, performed in this study, and is consistent

with similar findings in the literature.12,13,16 Even though
quantitative coordination numbers may change, the principal
qualitative feature, namely a strong preference for C2-H2‚‚‚Cl
bonding, is not affected by the box size. Thus, the analysis of
this interaction discussed above should be generally applicable.
The overall insensitivity of these short-range interactions to

the box size has also been noted in the other recent DFT-based
MD study of Del Pópolo et al. on the same system.12 They
considered a very small box with 8 ion pairs simulated for a
total time of about 39 ps (six trajectories of 6-7 ps), and a
larger box of 24 ion pairs simulated for 3.5 ps. Despite some
inconsistencies concerning structure and energetics of the

Figure 9. Radial distribution functions for the cation-cation (circle
+ line) and cation-anion (line) distribution extracted from simulations
of larger boxes; from top to bottom: Experimental data derived in ref
16 (reprinted with permission. Copyright 2003, American Institute of
Physics). Simulations of 41 ion pairs (box 2), and of 300 ion pairs
(box 3). Curves obtained with other AMBER models are given in
Supporting Information Figure S5.
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